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ABSTRACT
This paper presents two interactive visualization tools that introduce new functionalities into
learning management systems in order to improve learning and teaching processes in online
courses.
The first tool was developed at the Intelligent Information Systems Laboratory (IISLab) at Tampere University of Technology (TUT). It implements learning analytics functionality by exploiting automatically recorded user log data. The tool analyzes log data about students' activity and
builds interactive visualizations that provide valuable insights into the students’ learning process
and participation in a course, both to teachers and students themselves.
The second tool was developed at the Unitelma Sapienza University. It extends navigation and
search functionalities usually available in a discussion forum of an e-learning environment with a
topic-driven paradigm. The tool uses information retrieval techniques to analyze forum threads
and messages and automatically identifies discussion topics. Then it enhances the original forum
with a topic-driven navigation structure and an interactive search graph.
Both tools have been developed as plug-ins for the Moodle learning management system, but
their base analysis processes and techniques can be adopted into any learning management system.
Keywords: e-learning, learning analytics, information retrieval, data mining, information visualization, visualization tools.
INTRODUCTION
As online learning spreads and becomes pervasive, the need for tools to monitor students’ participation in online courses and to possibly measure knowledge and skills development has greatly

increased. Most learning management systems (LMSs) and web-based solutions adopted to offer
online courses are able to record rich amounts of information about students’ activity, such as
communication, collaboration, and participation in online courses. Many LMSs do also offer
reports and even simple graphs about each student's (elementary) actions. However, these reports
are poor indicators of students’ activity and participation if considered alone (Soller, 2001). Exploiting LMSs' log data to understand what is happening in an e-learning environment, how to
improve student learning processes, and how to support a teacher teaching process requires tools
and strategies that help to select the right information just in time, and to present it at the right
place in a correct, clear and effective way (Tufte, 2001; Tervakari et al., 2014).
To target the above goal at IISLab1 we have developed a visual analytics instrument called
TUT LA tool. A first implementation of the tool was made for TUT Circle2, an e-learning environment, which is built with the Drupal3 content management system (Silius et al., 2011; Tervakari et al., 2013). In this paper we present the basic principles of an extended version of this tool.
The extended tool is re-implemented as a plug-in for the widely adopted Moodle4 LMS.
Discussion forums represent one of the main asynchronous communication means used in elearning environments. They are available in all LMSs. Forums are used in online courses to facilitate the learning and teaching processes, e.g. support student-to-teacher interaction, students
collaboration, group work, and cooperative learning. Discussions held in a forum during a certain
period of time become a potentially useful source of information for any student accessing the
forum afterwards. However, the success of a forum as information source and communication
mean is determined by its richness in content and by the way its content (discussions and messages) can be navigated and searched. While the first property depends on user participation and
use of the medium, the second depends on the navigation structure and the search features provided with the forum itself.
To support the discovery and retrieval of relevant information in discussion forums in the elearning environment of the Unitelma Sapienza distance-learning University, we have defined a
data analysis process that exploits information retrieval techniques. It employs Topic Models
(Blei, 2011) and Formal Concept Analysis (Ganter and Wille, 1999) to identify topics discussed
in a given forum and to provide topic-driven search and navigation (Cerulo and Distante, 2013).
In this paper we briefly describe these analysis processes and present implementations of the
plug-ins for the Moodle LMS. They provide interactive visualizations that help students and
teachers find the information they need, and monitoring their learning and actions in the learning
environment.
RELATED WORK
Recently, on-line education systems are becoming widespread tools adopted by both historical
and newly founded educational institutions. E-learning and e-teaching are new contexts for education where large amounts of information are generated and ubiquitously available. A large por-
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tion of the available information takes the form of free text, without the structure required for
automated knowledge retrieval.
Learning analytics provides valuable support for teachers and students to understand learning
habits and to get rich information about learning and teaching processes. Learning analytics is
commonly used to measure, collect, analyze and report user data about learners to understand
and optimize learning, learning environments and teaching (Siemens and Long, 2011). For example Carr (Carr, 2012) reports that massive open on-line courses monitor every user action
such as pausing a video, increasing feedback speed, responding quiz questions, revising assignments, and participating in forums. The data is then used to analyze student behavior and test
how people learn. In this way, the teacher can tailor the learning environment to fit each student’s learning style and needs.
The lack of quality in collected tracking data represents a major challenge for it effective utilization. Moreover, large amounts of data can be difficult for people to analyze, interpret and understand, because processing data requires complex cognitive processes. However, if the data are
packed and presented in correct, clear and effective way, humans can process an incredible
amount of it. When data presented is complex to perceive and process, adequate visual presentations become mandatory (Berg, 2012). Appropriate visualizations can help to process information, for example, by increasing memory and processing resources available, reducing search
for information, enhancing the recognition of patterns, enabling perceptual inference operations
and using perceptual attention mechanisms for monitoring (Ware, 2012). A good visualization
helps the users understand the data, confirms what the users already know, and provide insights
into the data. However, to be understood, the context of the data used should be familiar and interesting to the users.
Data Mining has been historically used to extract knowledge from free text (Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). Knowledge extractions from e-learning systems, in particular from user
generated data, has been introduced in (Castro et al., 2007b; Hanna, 2004). Tang and McCalla
(Tang and McCalla, 2005) investigated patterns of system usage by teachers and students’ learning behavior. Data clustering was suggested to promote group-based collaborative learning and
to diagnose students incrementally (Castro et al., 2007a).
Information retrieval techniques consider text represented by a vector of terms weighted usually by their occurrence in documents. The availability of different media (such as image, video,
audio, etc.) has recently demanded for more sophisticated information retrieval techniques capable to treat such new kind of information (Goodrum, 2000; Foote, 1999; Beel et al., 2009). Elearning forums are in most part represented as text, thus classical information retrieval techniques are usually adopted to search for relevant information. Association Rules mining has been
widely adopted in e-learning, specifically in recommendation systems (Za ́ıane, 2002; Yang et
al., 2010), learning material organization (Tsai et al., 2001), student learning assessments
(Romero et al., 2005), course adaptation to the students behavior (Hogo, 2010), and evaluation of
educational websites (dos Santos Machado and Becker, 2003). The development of cooperative
learning and knowledge sharing inside student groups constitute recent research trends (Jakobsone et al., 2012). In particular, Web technologies take advantage of the opportunities raised by
mixing the Social and the Semantic Web (Ghenname et al., 2012). Dicheva and Dichev (Dicheva
and Dichev, 2006) investigate concept maps and their use for navigation in educational contexts.
They propose a framework and a set of tools for the development of ontology-aware repositories
of learning materials. The idea is similar to our topic-driven navigation structure. In our approach
topics are extracted from free text in a semi-automatic way, by leveraging information retrieval
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techniques and then validated by the user, while concepts have to be manually defined by the
authors of the learning materials in the work of Dicheva and Dichev (Dicheva and Dichev,
2006).
THE PROPOSED INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATION TOOLS
This section presents our interactive visualization tools for learning and teaching process improvement in online courses. The first tool is a tool for learning analytics which analyzes log
data collected by the learning management systems and abstracts from them a set of interactive
graphical reports for teachers and student on the students activity. The second tool enhances an
existing discussion forum of an e-learning environment with a navigation structure and an interactive visualization graph which enable searching and navigating forum messages and discussion
threads by their discussion topics.
Both tools are developed as plug-ins for the Moodle LMS, but they can be applied in principle
to any other LMS.
We present the data analysis process implemented by each tool first, then their architectures
and adopted implementation technology, and finally the different visual user interfaces and functionalities they offer.
Data Analysis Processes
TUT LA tool, which takes an approach of visual analysis in discovering students’ activity and
participation, follows a data visualization pipeline developed by IISLab in which user interaction
is applied in data filtering and visual transformations. The process is generally represented in
Figure 1. Because the tool consists of multiple views, the process mainly differs in the preprocessing part depending on the type of visualization the user has chosen.
1. Data preprocessing. The raw log data which represents users’ activity in the LMS is first
collected and analyzed, and then enriched with different data sources, which describe users and content artifacts. Integrated to the data collecting process, a definition of context
is added to define what kind and which parts of data is collected.
2. Filtering and grouping. The prepared data is set up and grouped for selections. Scales
and thresholds are defined according to the data. This step is revisited when users choose
filters within the visualization system.
3. Visual mapping. The set-up data is transformed to visual structures.

Figure 1. The analysis process for introducing LA functionalities in Moodle.
The topic-driven forum enhancement process has been recently introduced by some of the authors in (Cerulo and Distante, 2013) and is represented in Figure 2. Discussion topics are extract4

ed from the forum textual content with a semi-automatic information retrieval analysis process. It
is based on a statistical technique that is able to extract, from a corpus of documents, sets of
terms, known as topics, which co-occur frequently. It can also produce a lattice of concepts (discussion topics) and derive a concept hierarchy from a collection of objects and their properties.
The enhancement process consists of four main steps: 1) Data preprocessing, 2) Discussion
topics identification, 3) Topics lattice generation, 4) Documents-to-topics assignment.

Figure 2. The data analysis process used to introduce a topic-driven search and navigation paradigm in a forum.
1. Data preprocessing. Forum messages, represented as vectors of indexing terms, are filtered by a standard text analysis pipeline usually adopted in Information Retrieval that
includes: outlier filtering, stop words filtering, and stemming. A document-term matrix is
generated.
2. Discussion topic identification. The document-term matrix obtained from the previous
step is factorized into a topic-document matrix and a topic-term matrix by means of topic
models. Intuitively, each topic is generated by a combination of semantically related
terms, and each document is represented by a combination of topics.
3. Topics lattice generation. The topic-term matrix is used to prune a lattice of topics by
means of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), a computational way to derive a concept hierarchy from a collection of objects and their properties.
4. Documents to topics assignment. Forum messages and discussion threads are associated
to discussion topics based on a similarity probabilistic score and a threshold.
Architectures and Technology
The TUT LA tool consists of two separate components: a server-side module which retrieves and
processes the data, and a set of client-side visualization scripts which map the data, render the
visual representations in the browser, and provide interactivity. Figure 3 depicts the architecture
of the TUT LA Moodle plug-in.
The client-side visualization components used in the first implementation in TUT Circle are
reusable, so they can be applied to different LMS, such as Moodle. The data models of student
activity used in the TUT Circle can be built similarly in Moodle, which facilitated the re-use of
visualization components used in the TUT Circle in developing the first version of the TUT LA
5

Moodle plug-in. In both environments, the server-side component 1) defines where and how the
visualization view is shown (e.g., some elements may be disabled depending on user role and
visualization settings), 2) analyzes, processes and cleanses log data collected by LMS, and 3)
prepares it to be used by JavaScript libraries in Document-Object Model (DOM). In Drupal and
Moodle, the log data and other data needed for representing the user activity are stored in a relational database. Different visualizations use distinct data models, as they represent user activity
from different points of view. To build a data model that provides information about student activity, the data has often to be heavily processed. The cleansing of data is needed to remove unnecessary records such as irrelevant activity and, in some cases, to anonymize users. In Drupal,
some of the more laborious queries such as acquiring users’ content view counts, are carried out
hourly by utilizing a Unix cron job. The results are saved to the database for later use. This feature is currently being developed in the TUT Moodle plug-in to decrease loading times when a
visualization utilizing this type of data is accessed.

Figure 3. The architecture of the TUT LA Moodle plug-in.
As a report type Moodle plug-in, the TUT LA tool is built so that different visualization views
are available in navigation system within the Moodle course. When loading a view, a PHP script
depending on type of visualization is run to retrieve and preprocess the course data, and to initialize it in a DOM available for JavaScript libraries. In basic form, the activity data is in CSV or
JSON format where each row represents a data point, such as properties of a user linked to an
activity about content creation or a page view. Also, some additional data like course creation
date is used to scale the visualization.
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The main interactive visualization views of the tools are built with D3.js (http://d3js.org/), a
JavaScript library for manipulating documents with data (Bostock, 2011). In a narrative visualization view, Raphaël (http://raphaeljs.com/) is also used for its animation capabilities (see Figure
9). Of different web-based visualization libraries and tools available, D3 provides the flexibility
and scalability needed to build different types of interactive visualizations, and to use existing
solutions to be applied in context of learning analytics. With the library, input data initialized
from the LMS can be bound to document elements, by applying dynamic transforms to generate
and modify DOM content. In this case, visualizations are displayed in scalable vector graphics
(SVG) format. The ability to interact with visualizations is built in visualization scripts, which
filter the data and transform data-bound DOM elements according to selections and filters the
user has chosen.
The TUT Moodle plug-in enables visualization of learning log data in the context of a single
course with the functionalities similar to the visualizations in the TUT Circle, but it is strongly
focused on courses which are heavy on forum activity, i.e. where students report their assignments in forums and comment on them. So far the plug-in uses mainly log, forum, forum_posts,
forum_discussions and user tables in Moodle database to retrieve the activity data. However, an
administrator interface to select the variables to be used in the visualization is in the works, with
which it is possible to modify these visualizations to represent different kind of activity data in
addition to the data related to discussion forum.
The architecture of our tool for content navigation and search enhancement in a forum (which we
named TDforum) is represents in Figure 4, in which we can distinguish the components of the
front-end and those that are part of the plug-in back-end. The front-end represents the graphical
interfaces that users interact with, while the back-end includes components in charge of implementing the data analysis process represented in Figure 2 and interacting with the Moodle database.
Focusing on the plug-in front-end, TDForum offers users two GUIs: Main View and Discussion Topics View. Main View presents the forum content as a chronologically ordered list of
discussions, each augmented with the set of discussion topics identified in it and associated similarity scores (blue dashed rectangle in the right side of Figure 11). The Discussion Topics view
presents an interactive visual navigation graph that shows the set of discussion topics and associated terms discovered by the information retrieval analysis process (Figure 10). The latter view is
built using the JIT JavaScript InfoVis Toolkit (http://philogb.github.io/jit/) which is an opensource library of JavaScript classes and objects for interactive visualization of data within websites. JIT is based on the MooTools work (http://mootools.net/), which extends the JavaScript
language with a set of constructs for classes and objects management and inheritance, making it
similar to an object-oriented language. This allows developer to have a set of default classes that
model different modes of viewing data: graphs (Area Chart, Bar Chart, Pie Chart), trees
(TreeMap, SpaceTree, HyperTree) or graphs (Radial Graph, Force-Directed Graph). Each class
inherits the basic core functionality of the library and extends it with the behavior of the adopted
visualization mode. The user can in turn re-implement some features typically associated with
events of the graph (e.g., onBeforePlotNode, onCreateLabel) or customize parameters without
having to modify the source code. A fundamental characteristic of each view is that of not using
external images: all the elements needed to display the data objects are implemented as canvas
for rendering dynamic bitmap. In the case of TDForum, we adopted the visualization model Radial Graph (RGraph). In this visualization mode it is possible to center the graph on one of the
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nodes that comprise it, selected by the user via a single click, and have the remaining nodes in
successive layers consisting of concentric circles (which can be displayed or not), depending on
the distance (defined as the number of arcs) from the selected node. The graph is populated with
an Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) call by a php script that takes care of drawing the
necessary data from the database and converting them to the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
format required by the JIT library. The obtained information is then passed to a JavaScript function that initializes the graph and renders the arcs and nodes that compose it. The adopted
RGraph visualization model has been customized in order to adapt it to the context of usage.
First of all, we have re-implemented functions that render nodes in order to distinguish two different types of nodes contained in the generated topic lattice: the root node and the intermediate
nodes. Two functions have been implemented for the recursive search of arcs that connect a selected node to the root and the leaves of the graph. These functions are used in the function that
renders edges with the aim of highlighting the inbound and outbound paths of a node with different colors.

Figure 4. The architecture of the TDForum Moodle plug-in.
Visual User Interfaces and Functionalities
All the visualizations of learning log data available in the TUT LA Moodle plug-in are interactive, which allows the users to investigate data and thus help them understand it better. There are
four main perspectives used in the visualizations: they represent students’ activity (for example
Figure 5), helps navigate or find relevant contents (for example Figure 6), shows effectiveness of
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activity according scores (Figure 8) and visualizations which motivates students to participate
and be more active (Figure 9).
The interactive visualization dashboard represents the activity and participation of each member
of the student group (Figure 5). The dashboard consists of three types of interactive visualizations that are connected by means of linking and brushing (i.e., changes made in one visualization are automatically reflected in the other visualizations) (Keim, 2002): 1) set of interactive
live histograms that users can click and drag in order to filter information by dimensions such as
time, unique viewers per content, total views per content, and date, 2) a pie chart representing
types of user content, and 3) a bubble chart in which each bubble represents a different student.
In the bubble chart each bubble indicates a different student and the properties of each bubble are
determined according to the values indicating the students’ activity. The position of the bubble
depends the value of the x-axis (content read) and the value of the y-axis (amount of content
produced), the size of the bubble represent the number of words in the content produced by the
student, and the color of the bubble separates passive students from active ones. The content created by the students is listed below the visualization, and the list updates in real time depending
on the selected filters.

Figure 5. The interactive visualization dashboard consists of three types of visualizations representing activity and participation level of each member of student group.
The visualization dashboard (Figure 5) provides the students the possibility to compare their own
activity with those of other students, helps the teachers to monitor the evolution of the students’
activity and participation over time, and identify passive students who may be at risk of failing or
dropping out (Silius et al., 2013; Tervakari et al., 2014).
A bundle visualization represents the relationships between the students, the topics of the
learning material, the web resources referred to, and the discussions that students have partici-
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pated (see Figure 6). Forum messages are crawled in order to automatically collect meaningful
keywords and find URLs, which are then associated with corresponding users and discussions.
The visualization helps the teacher to monitor how the students use various parts of learning material and external resources as references. This can also help teachers to evaluate and improve
the quality of their online learning material. The possibility to see what references the other students have used can help the students to find new references, and also motivate them to search
for new references to be used in their own works (Tervakari et al., 2014).

Figure 6. The interactive bundle visualization representing relationships between the students,
the topics of the learning materials, the web resources referred to, and the discussion that the
students has participated in.
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Figure 7. The interactive visualization that represents the hierarchically structured content of
learning material with a tag cloud representing the subjects discussed in the learning material.
A circle packing visualization represents the hierarchically structured content of the learning
material with tag cloud visualization representing the subjects discussed in the material (see Figure 7). The visualization helps the students obtain an overall view of the subjects discussed in
learning material and find interesting information. (Silius et al., 2013; Tervakari et al., 2014).
Parallel coordinates visualization represents relationship between students’ passive participation (reading content) and active participation (producing content). The teacher can also input
students’ grades into the tool in order to see the relationship between students’ grade and participation (see Figure 8). The indicators of activity are represented as axes (here: total view count,
amount of content read, amount of content created and word count per user). Students are represented as lines, and they can be filtered by selecting one or more indicators. (Tervakari et al.,
2014.)
Narrative visualization tells a story with data about students’ activity during the course (see
Figure 9). The visualization is based on the log data, but the structure of the visualizations follows a typical slideshow format. The visualization offers an overview of the evolution of students’ activity during the course in joyful and interesting way that is easy to understand. (Silius
et al., 2013; Tervakari et al. 2014.)
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Figure 8. This interactive parallel coordinates visualization represents relationship between the
students’ academic performance (grade) and participation. The grades 4 and 5 are selected
when visualization shows levels of the students’ active and passive participation related to those
grades.

Figure 9. Narrative visualization tells a story with data about the students’ activity during the
course.
The interactive visual navigation graph offered by the TDForum Moodle plug-in enables a
new topic-driven navigational paradigm with the content of a forum. The user can navigate
through the identified forum discussion topics by panning and zooming the graph and can mine
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the hierarchical relations between a selected topic and its ancestors (macro-topics) and descendants (sub-topics). Once the user finds a topic of her interest, she can retrieve the list of discussions or messages associated to it with a simple click. The list of returned discussions or messages is ordered by similarity score with respect to the selected topic. Figure 10 shows an example
of the interactive discussion topics visualization graph. Figure 11 shows the enhanced version of
a Moodle forum featuring the list of discussion topics associated to each forum discussion
thread, and providing hyperlinks towards the similar or related discussions.
The TDForum navigational paradigm is similar to semantic networks, i.e. networks which represents semantic relations between concepts (Sowa, 1987). The main difference is that in our
case topics are extracted from data by using a statistical model in an automatic manner. Instead
semantic networks are usually built from the scratch and maintained manually. Moreover, we
adopt Information Retrieval techniques to enhance the information retrieval capability of semantic networks. This is evident when a user reaching a concept in the graph inspects the messages
ordered by using an information retrieval scoring scheme similar to the classical vector model
(Baeza-Yates, 1999).

Figure 10. The discussion topics interactive search and navigation graph recovered from a forum in Moodle.
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Figure 11. A Moodle forum enhanced with the topic-driven navigation structure.
QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE PROPOSED TOOLS
To study the perceived usefulness of interactive visualizations provided by TUT LA tool from
the students’ point of view, we conducted a survey among hypermedia students as early adopters
in different hypermedia courses that took place in autumn 2012 at TUT, by using a web questionnaire (Silius et al., 2013). Another survey was conducted among hypermedia students in
spring 2013 (Tervakari et al., 2014).
According to the results of the first survey, the most useful visualizations were the circle packing visualization (Figure. 7) and the narrative visualization (Figure. 9). The circle packing visualization (Figure. 7) is useful for representing how the topics of course and learning material form
entireties and how they distribute into subcategories. With this visualization a student can have
an idea of what subjects she has already dealt with. The results showed also that two thirds of the
students (66%) considered the narrative visualization (Figure. 9) to be useful. According to the
interviewees’ opinions, the way how this narrative visualization represents information is joyful,
interesting and easy to understand. The visualization was also said to offer a good overview of
the evolution of students’ activity during the course. The students were also asked to describe
what kind of story the visualization was presenting. One student summarized feeling of visualization: ’Once upon a time there were a course in which were students and a few lecturers. At the
course were a few hyperactive students and one of them was a superman. If that was not you,
shame on you!’ Most of the students (39/42) had interpreted that the narrative visualization told a
story with data about the activity and participation of individual students and evolution of them
during the course with a purpose to motivate students to evaluate their own activity and participation and to make strategic decision for improving their performance, if needed. (Silius et al.,
2013).
14

According to the results of the second survey, most of the students seemed to prefer the visualizations that offered concrete and practical support for them, rather than the visualizations that
helped them to evaluate their own activity and participation. The most useful visualizations was
the interactive bundle visualization (see Figure 6) that represent the relationships between the
students, the topics of the learning material, the web resources referred to, and the discussion that
student participated in. The visualization helped the students to find new and interesting references to utilize in their own works. Another useful visualization was circle package that represent the hierarchically structured content of the online learning material (Figure 7). This visualization helped the students to obtain an overall view of the subject discussed in learning material,
navigate through the material, and search interesting information from learning material, and
thus provided true practical value for the students. (Tervakari, Silius, Koro, Paukkeri & Pirttilä,
2014.)
To study the usefulness of the interactive visualization based on the learning analytics from the
teachers’ point of view the research study with data collection in two stages was conducted. At
first, in the autumn of 2013 twenty-seven teachers and academic coordinators participating in the
Peda Forum Days workshop in Finland were asked about the advantages and challenges related
to the educational use of visualizations based on user data. At the beginning of the workshop, the
participants were asked to discuss the advantages and challenges of visualizations in small
groups. Afterward the information about participants’ opinions on the advantages and challenges
of visualization was collected using the focus group method (Tervakari, Silius, Koro, Paukkeri &
Pirttilä, 2014). The results indicated that the visualizations (Figure 5) that presented information
about students’ activity and participation offered valuable information to teachers about how to
improve the implementation, structure, and schedule of the course. It also helps teachers identify
students who might be at risk of failing or dropping out, and provide personal guidance just in
time when needed. Visualization (Figure 6) presenting information about the references used by
the students was also liked. According the results the visualization could help the teacher monitor whether the students are using the learning materials and the external resources. The visualization can also help teachers to identify the parts of the learning material that the students do not
use for the reason that material is, for example, too challenging. (Tervakari, Silius, Koro, Paukkeri & Pirttilä, 2014.)
Another part of the data was collected by using diary study that is a method for collecting information about users’ experiences over time in the actual context of interaction with a system,
which can reveal real user needs (Preece, Rogers & Sharp, 2002). Two researches who have been
involved in designing learning analytics visualization for TUT Circle used TUT LA tool implemented in TUT Circle that they used as learning environment on their online courses during
2011-2014. The researches were asked to keep track on activities and events related to the use of
interactive visualizations in form of diary. They were also asked to compare the use of the interactive visualization to the use of default Moodle reports, and report their daily experiences of
using the visualizations during their online courses. (Tervakari, Kuosa, Koro, Paukkeri & Kailanto, 2014.) The diaries were analyzed by using content analysis. According to the results a main
benefit of the interactive visualizations provided by TUT LA tool is that they offer a possibility
to monitor students’ participation easily and effectively in real time during the online course unlike reports provided by Moodle. Moodle offers, for example, user activity reports and course
statistics based on users, times or activities. However, the utilization of the reports is difficult,
because the reports and statistics are unrelated and full of detailed data. In addition, Moodle does
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not provide any support to interact with the data, which makes further investigation and analysis
of data difficult or even impossible. While the interactive visualizations provided by TUT LA
tool can offer the teachers possibilities to investigate data from different viewpoints thus helping
them to get better understanding of students’ behavior during the online course, Moodle does not
support teachers, for example, to compare students’ participation and activity levels or monitor
development of the students’ participation during the course. (Tervakari, Kuosa, Koro, Paukkeri
& Kailanto, 2014.)
The usefulness of the TDForum tool and topic-driven content search and navigation paradigm
were also verified with a controlled experiment. We compared (i) the number of items (forum
posts) the user had to inspect, and (ii) the time spent in accomplishing a set of information search
tasks with and without using the TDForum tool in a Moodle forum. The search tasks were performed using two different (but actually complementary) approaches: (a) full-text search, and (b)
topic-driven navigation. Full-text search was accomplished using the default full-text search engine implemented in the Moodle platform. With this system, input query keywords are by default
linked with the AND operator and the system retrieves the list of all posts containing all searched
keywords.
The second approach was executed with the TDForum Moodle plug-in. While performing the
tasks, we collected the number of items inspected and the time needed to achieve the information
search goal. With the Moodle full-text search the number of inspected items was computed by
counting the number of posts examined before finding the correct expected posts. With the topicdriven navigation approach the number of inspected items was the sum of two quantities: the
number of links followed to reach the closest topic in the Discussion Topics View of the
TDForum plug-in and the number of posts examined before finding the correct expected posts.
In the experiment, it was found that in general the number of items inspected with full-text
search was in average higher than the number of items inspected with TDForum, and the time
necessary to obtain the correct answer was in average less in TDForum because with full-text
search more time is spent to choose the correct search keywords. These results confirm that the
TDForum tool eases and improves information search in the forums of a Moodle platform.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Interactive learning data visualizations provided by TUT LA tool can offer concrete and practical
support for students in their learning activity in online courses. They can help students in monitoring and evaluating their own performance processes and learning outcomes in order to make
strategic adjustments to improve their performance, which could bring real benefits for the students especially on MOOCs that requires students’ responsibility for their learning, selfregulation and other learning skills.
Teachers of online courses can also benefit from the visualizations in many ways, for example,
the visual analytic tools, such as TUT LA tool, help teachers to make decisions regarding potential pedagogical strategies, instructional guidance, actions, and interventions that may be used to
support student participation and activity. In order to support teachers in obtaining more practical
value from the visual analytics tool the controls for specifying the data and manipulating views
need to be developed further. Visual analytics could also be used to get valuable information on
how students use the course platform, how they study subtopics, how they use learning materials
and other resources offered - for example, how much time students spend with a video or a chap-
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ter of the learning material, in which order students study the learning materials offered, and
which part of the assignments students have completed. This kind of information can help teachers to evaluate students’ learning performance and monitor their progress during courses. On
MOOCs with thousands of students the TUT LA tool can offer valuable practical support for
teachers to, for example, identify those students who might be on risk to fail or drop out. The
information can also be used to identify topics that students skip and learning materials that they
do not use, which may help the teacher to improve the instructional design of the course
Effective search and navigation capabilities associated to discussion forums inside online
courses is decisive to make forums a useful information source for students, additional to a
communication mean. Moreover, according to earlier research students prefer tools and information that can provide them some practical support, for example, possibility to analyze and examine textual information, such as messages on discussion forums, in order to discover new information (Silius et al., 2013; Tervakari et al. 2014).
In this paper we presented two tools for the Moodle LMS: a tool for learning analytics, and a
tool to enhance content search and navigation in a forum. Both tools are an attempt to provide
the aforementioned support to students and teachers in e-learning environments.
IISLab at TUT from Finland, Unitelma Sapienza University from Italy, and University of La
Plata from Argentina have started a research cooperation with the aim to extend and evaluate
usefulness of their visual analytics tools and forum enhancement approach implemented as plugins for the Moodle LMS. In particular we aim at evaluating the usefulness of both visualization
and forum navigation approaches by mean of set of controlled experiments replicated in different
classrooms. We expect that the advantage we aim at measuring is twofold: i) information are
retrieved and found in less time, and ii) contents store in on-line forums are managed and tracked
in a more effective manner.
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